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Abstract—The problems of measurement the thickens of
metal-oxide corrode film by using of customer-grade digital
scanner and camera are considered. The theoretical background
of dependence between color components, reflected wavelengths,
and oxide film thickness for given metal alloy is described. Based
on it the problem of violet color wavelength interpretation is
partially solved. Object-oriented platform-independent software
solution written on C++ is implemented and verified by existing
experimental results.
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INTRODUCTION
The surface structure and its profile thickness of oxide layer
thin films, whose are formed around metals and alloys under
the influence of humidity, gases and temperature, can be
obtained by using of reflectometry [1]. The quality and
numeric analysis of layer properties in nano-scale resolution is
impossible without precision data acquisition sensors and highproductive computers, whose are equipped with various
algorithms [2]. For this purposes a customer high-resolution
scanner [5] or video microprobe [3] also can be used.
A phase-modulation attachment to hand-operated
ellipsometers [4] allow to keep accuracy of the instrument
within 0.05° in spectral range from 0.35m to 0.8m, which
was used in the contactless monitoring of thin nonhomogeneous layers on the surfaces of metals and alloys.
The obtained digital images of corroded metal surfaces [5]
allowing investigate their morphology and distribution of the
corrosion film thickness over surface. It is also allows
observing the corrosion changes under applied temperature,
different chemical solutes and with time.
The digital images of a microscopic area of the alloy
surface with a non-homogeneous nano-layer can be processed
using modified to fit reflectometry an algorithm of
spectroscopic imaging ellipsometry [8]. A tomographic
approach to reconstructing the surface layers and films internal
structure is proposed in [9]. As a source data for 3D structure,
which is formed by solving an integral equation of the 1-st
kind, is using the spectral ellipsometry measurements of light
reflected from a non-uniform nano-layer surface.
Work [10] shows that digital optical images of coated metal
surfaces, obtained with a typical scanner, allow measuring the

layer thickness at high accuracy (down to 1nm or even less)
which is approved by the calculations, experiment, and by
comparison with an independent ellipsometric method. As a
test sample, the chrome steel alloy surface after a 1-h corrosion
test from 100°C to 300°C temperature range was selected.
A combination of reflectometry based on PC optical
scanner with diffuse reflection infrared spectroscopy (with a
focused probing beam) [11] is an applicable for investigating
the surface nonuniformity of the thermo-oxide layer thickness
and chemical composition of oxide coatings on chromium steel
and other alloys, which are affected by the oxidation in the air
at a temperature of 500°C.
A combination of reflectometry based on PC optical
scanner with electrochemical methods of controlling the pitting
destruction is also possible [12]. It is allowing controlling the
initial stages of the anodic dissolution of carbon steel under the
influence of sodium chloride solution and exhibits noticeable
formation of local defects looking as pits after only 1-hour
tests.
Among existing software for visualization, processing and
analyzing the reflectometry and ellipsometry data the
Gwyddion [13] is most useful and dynamically developed
solution. The main benefits are freeware, cross-platform, high
scalable due to modular and plug-in paradigms, double
precision native data format for operation and storage. Most of
it modules are written in Python and 3D data display based on
OpenGL.
Statistical analysis plug-ins include Sa, Sq, mean, median,
range, skew, kurtosis, projected and surface area, entropy,
inclination, which can be used for whole image or for areas
under arbitrary masks. Also distributions and histograms
creation using 1D and 2D angular distributions, 1D and 2D
correlation functions, PSDF, Minkowski functional and other
methods is performed.
Data correction uses: global and local outlier marking, scar
marking, several line correction methods (median, modus),
removal of data under arbitrary mask using Laplace or fractal
interpolation, arbitrary polynomial deformation on xy-plane
and more other. Also available software corrections for
measurement instrumentation: correction of the scan axis drift
and scale calibration, xy-plane rotation and affine distortion
corrections. Data processing methods includes: curve fitting,
1D- and 2D-FFTs, 2D-CWT, 2D-DWT, log-phi PSDF, wavelet
anisotropy detection, and neural networks features.

Gwyddion developers investigated different [15] aspects of
3D scanning probe microscopy (SPM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM) instrumentation and related data evaluation
algorithms, and proposed their solving:


specialized software libraries written in C and
LabVIEW for adaptive step (non-equidistant) SPM
scanning techniques where individual x, y position data
are recorded during measurements. Scanning with
adaptive steps can reduce the amount of collected data
[14];



evaluation of nanoscale roughness of surfaces and their
spectral properties using algorithms based on Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) not only for rectangular data
but also for irregular and non-continuous data [17];



setting of calibration error function for whole
measurement volume, which allows determine the
local values of uncertainty of the scanner and, in turn,
converting them to yield local dimensional uncertainty
values and use for evaluation of uncertainties related to
the acquired data and for further data processing
applications [18].

The presented article is devoted to a problem of developing
software-based solution for visual plotting and numerical
analyzing of thin film surfaces according to an experimentalobtained curve, which describes dependence between reflected
wavelength and film thickness in nanometers.
I. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Structure of metal-oxide corrode film
A set of factors are significantly affected to the state of
solid surfaces. Since the surface atoms of solids are relatively
immobile, and in a greater degree their surface energy depends
on the prehistory of the surface formation. For example, it is
usually that the surface energy of a pure shatter of a crystal is
lower than the energy of the polished surface of the crystal, and
it is lower than the energy of the surface, which is subjected to
heat treatment. A polishing is significantly effects on the
properties of the surface. When it is applied a relatively deep
fine-crystalline (pseudoamorphic) layer, which is resembling a
film of a viscous liquid, is formed. This 'viscous liquid' flows
into various roughness (cracks, scratches) [19].
The surface of different mechanisms is not perfectly
smooth. Even after grinding on the surface of the metal,
unevennesses of a height of one-hundredth or even one-tenth of
the micrometer are preserved. Polishing also does not
completely eliminate all roughness of surface of the metal.
The structure of the surface of polished metal region is
schematically shown in Fig. 1. The oxide layer ‘1’ is placed at
the top. It should be note that oxide films with a thickness of
0.01μm to several millimeters are formed on a solid surface
after contact with air (mixture of gases) for any duration
(especially under high temperatures).They have different
strength and adhesion to the surface of the metal, and in some
cases well protect it from the corrode.

Underneath the oxide layer is the pseudoamorphous layer
‘2’ which differs in properties from the other parts of the solid.
It is more solid and more readily soluble in a liquid medium. It
also carries a greater electrical charge. Below to the
pseudoamorphous layer (sometimes called the Beilby layer)
there is zone ‘3’ called the deep deformation zone. Still lower
is the region ‘4’ called the large-scale deformation zone
(thickness of 5-10μm), and finally, there is the layer ‘5’ of a
weak deformation, which propagates to a depth of 20-50μm.

Fig. 1. Schematic structure of a polished metal surface.

The thickness of corrode films (oxide layers) formed on
metals (it is usually referred to as d or h) varies within a wide
range. The corrode films by criterion of their thickness are
divided into three groups [20]:


thin (invisible), which thickness is from fraction of nm
to 40nm;



medium (giving the tint color), which thickness is
within from 40mn to 500nm;



thick (visible), which thickness is more than 500nm
and in many cases reaches a huge value (for example, a
steel dross).

To determine the thickness d of films formed on metals or
the specific amount of metal with oxide layer the different
techniques are used. The research by Kostyakovsky, Evans,
and Dankov [21] played an important role. The heat resistance
of metals, and the laws of thickness growing of the metal films
d=f(τ), mainly depends on the protective properties of the
previously resulting films.
B. Obtaining the thickness of the corrode oxide layer
Let’s consider the case of a numerical determination of the
thickness of a layer and the refractive index of a transparent
film, with known optical constants are ns and ks. Certainly, it
was used equations for single-layer model with a substrate
(Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Single-layer model with a substrate.
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Ellipsometric parameters of a single-layer system were
obtained [22, 23]:
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C. Converting RGB-palette color to wavelength
Any existing scanner returns result to any digital device
with image view. As a rule, the image is a set of pixels in the
RGB color space. Next going to the wavelength of the falling
ray of light based on the resulting set of RGB values of one
pixel is not a simple task. There are many color spaces, which
are used in different applications. Moreover, there are color
areas, which couple with wavelengths. For example, it is XYZ
color space.
Converting from RGB to XYZ model can be calculated by
the following formula:





where are m11 m33 – coefficients of converting matrix,
XYZ – coordinates of CIE 1931 color space, RGB – color part
of RGB color model. If we cut section from XYZ model, while
there is a condition:
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the linearly independent coordinates can be obtained in the
form:
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The thickness of layer can be derived by using the Holmes
method.
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Argument of this expression is named phase layer
thickness:
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Fig. 3. Chromatic diagram with wavelengths of colors.

The method of getting the dependence is a creating
additional coordinate system with axes are x' and y'. The center
of this system of axes is a point E(0.33, 0.33), which
corresponds to the "Equal Energy" white color. For obtaining
wavelength’s values, the coordinates x' and y' were taken as
coordinates of vector A. The rotation angle with respect to the
positive direction of the x' axis sets the color tone. Length of
this vector determines saturation value, but it is not taken into
account.
So, the task is to get angle of rotation of system with axis x'
and y', with condition is that RGB values are the input
parameters.
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Fig. 4. Tree of finding angle of rotation.
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The color chromatic diagram with wavelengths of colors is
shown in Fig.3, and based on it, the dependence of the
wavelength on values of coordinates x and y can be derived.

Fig.4 shows the angle of rotation finding tree. The finding
of angle can be solved with using math function is arctangent.
It is like getting argument of complex number.
The resulting dependence is shown in Fig. 5 (a), but this
statement does not coincide with practice. Thus, it was
proposed the dependence in Fig. 5 (b) for use, which is
different with the first one at range of violet part.
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Fig. 5. The dependence of the thickness of layer on angle of rotation in x`y` system: Theoretical statement (a), Experimental statement (b).

D. Selection the types of light source and sensor of reflected
light
A four mainly used light sources types in PC-scanners
exist. Let’s compare them by the quality of spectral irradiation
characteristic and the light stability.
Luminescent lamp with a hot cathode. Has the best
efficiency and the most linear and smooth spectral irradiation
characteristic, which additionally can be controlled and low
start-up time around a few second. The disadvantages are
degradation with time, and, thus, the time instability, low life
cycle around 1000 hours, and continuous on-mode during the
scanning process.
Luminescent lamp with a cold cathode. Such type of lamps
has a long service life (up to 10000 hours), low operational
temperature, linear and smooth spectral irradiation
characteristic, which might be worsened, when the light
intensity is increased. Among the disadvantages, the longest
start-up time (up to few minutes) and the highest power
consumption are existing.

Nevertheless, they have low light intensity, low energy
efficiency and high supply voltage (up to 2kV).
In PC-scanners a two types of photometric sensors are
mainly use: Charge Couple Device (CCD) and Contact Image
Sensor (CIS). The second type of sensors has a truncated
optical subsystem (mirror, prism and objective-glass are
absent) and, therefore, has worse resolution, sensitivity and
depth of field.
The CCD cells have different sensitivity, i.e. even under the
absolutely homogenous illumination, the are gives different
output signal (sometimes called geometric noise). The value of
this heterogeneity does not exceeds 2-5% (for different quality
of producing). In system, where the high photometric
precision is a significant factor, it can be simply eliminated by
using of preliminary calibration under at least two illumination
intensities and store of the CCD output data into lookup-table.
This data are used as a calibration coefficients in all subsequent
measurements, but only after performing the correction of the
dark noise.

Light-Emission diode (LED). They are usually uses in CISscanners. Among their advantages are the low power
consumption, near to zero the start-up time and the smallest
size among all types of light source. In most cases the RGB
LED is continuously changes its color wavelength during
scanning. Nevertheless, they has low light intensity, and the
worst disadvantage is in limited and non-linear irradiation
spectrum, which is dramatically worsen the scanning
characteristics in our case.

II. SOFTWARE SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
The software solution is written in C++ using Qt Creator
SDK, and consists of two windows, these are main window
and graph`s window (Fig. 6). In its turn, the main window
consists of the next blocks:

That is why, as a light-source device, a mercury-free xenon
(Xe) gas discharge lamp with a cold cathode and the internal
fluorescent phosphor (P) coating is used [24], which has many
advantages:

 the graph list allows to choose the graph, which is
needed to use by user for drawing of 3D picture;



spectral irradiation characteristic that is more linear
and smooth in visible range than mercury ones;



spectral irradiation emission spikes are presented only
in the infrared (above the 800nm wavelength);



near to zero start-up time due to the absence of cathode
preheating;



small size and long life cycle.

 the input picture block, which includes itself ability to
loading a picture into program and showing image in
the window;

 3D picture shows result of getting corrode oxide layer
thickness. This block based on OpenGL.
Beside these blocks the user can move to graph window by
double click on list box “Change graphs”. This window has
different block, but the main aim is operation with points of
diagram. The opportunities of graph window are the next:

 manually moving points in the diagram.

Axis x corresponds to values of wavelength, and axis y is
layer thickness. After setting the necessary dependence in
diagram, the user can see the refreshed 3D for current picture,
which was previously uploaded. View of this block can rotate
by mouse. And there is the normal view button to return in eyecatching view. The user can set different experimentallyobtained dependences to clarify three-dimensional model for a
sample of alloy by using of developed software.

 add coordinates of new point.
 creating new graph, and save it to graph list.
 change the range and scope area of the axes.
 change coordinates of existing point.
 saving and restoring diagram.

d, p.u.
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Fig. 6. Graph`s window: block of adding a new point (a), list of graphs with posibility to read existing diagram from file (b), table of the existing points in current
graph (c), block of changing axises range (d), block of scope axises (e), canvas of wavelength-thickness curve (f), block of saving the points of current graph (g).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

d, p.u.

For converting from RGB model to XYZ-area, the
coefficients of the CIE RGB space were taking in calculation.
The matrix coefficients are used in the next equation:



x
y
Fig. 7. Result of building 3D model based on wavelength-thickness curve
setting-up in Fig.6 (f).

 X  0.4887180 0.3106803 0.2006017   R 
Y   0.1762044 0.8129847 0.0108109   G   
  
  
 Z  0.0000000 0.0102048 0.9897952   B 

Table I shows the theoretical and experimental results of
converting RGB values to wavelength for different colors.

[6]
TABLE I.
Color
Violet
Blue
Blue-green
Green
Yellowgreen
Yellow
Orange
Red

WAVELENGTH AND RGB VALUES FOR DIFFERENT COLORS.
Range of
Lengths
waves, nm
≤450
450 – 480
480 – 510
480 – 550

RGB

Wavelength
Result, nm

Red

Green

Blue

90
0
0
0

0
77
255
255

157
255
255
0

417.232
472.77
493.584
545.213

550 – 570

154

205

50

564.387

570 – 590
590 – 630
≥630

255
255
255

255
83
0

0
0
0

570.526
590.349
700

For verification of previously proposed technique, a test
profile diagram was manually set (it is shown in Fig. 6(f)), and
it caused to build corresponding 3D model, as it is presented in
Fig.7.
CONCLUSION
The methods of reflectometry and ellipsometry for metal
and alloy corrode film topology and thickness investigation
using customer digital scanners and cameras were examined. A
software-based solution, implemented in C++ with Qt Creator
SDK for visual plotting and numerical analyzing of corrode
surfaces, according to an experimental-obtained dependence
between reflected wavelength and oxide film thickness in
nanometers, was implemented and tested with existing
experimental data. Developed application allows managing
previously measured curves for different alloys at different
temperature range by manual editing of curve vertices, on-line
replot of the 3D surface and measure averaged thickness,
minimal and maximal values, and deviation. An engineering
clarification of chromatic color diagram in violet range, which
allowing correlate violet tones with correct wavelengths, was
performed. Developed application can be also used for
monitoring of inhibitors adsorption at steel [25].
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